BE SMART
BE FAST
BE CONNECTED

2 YEARS

WARRANTY*

DGA6000 LINK

EMISSIONS ANALYSER

WE ASKED MOT TESTERS
AND GARAGE OWNERS
WHAT THEY EXPECTED
FROM THEIR EMISSIONS
EQUIPMENT.
YOU ASKED FOR...

GO BEYOND
EMISSIONS
TESTING
UNIQUE SNAP-ON IOT
MANAGER SOFTWARE

The DGA6000 LINK has been designed to
seamlessly integrate the DVSA’s MoT Testing
System (MTS), the emissions tester, the Sun
brake tester and decelerometer, providing
you with a simple and unique design
that links all your MoT testing equipment
together. Saving you and your team time
in training, set-up and your ongoing work
processes.

You asked us for
EASE OF USE
and we delivered
‖ The EOBD dongle makes oil temp and RPM
measurement a breeze
‖ Intuitive software, simple menu items
‖ Familiar feel for anyone that’s previously
used a Sun emissions machine
‖ Extra large 27” widescreen display
‖ Large graphics can be easily seen from a
long distance

‖ Battery-powered SGMIII Gas Module, no long
metre hose to unroll and coil up before and
after every test
‖ Use as your DVSA MTS (MoT Testing System)
device - in the workshop, where you need it,
when you need it
‖ Zero emissions vehicles are tested quickly
with Zero reading by monitoring RPM
increase

BE SMAR

INCREASE
PROFITS
THROUGH
PRODUCTIVITY
OBD HEALTH-CHECK FUNCTION

RT. BE FAS
Do more for your customers by identifying customer
vehicle faults before they become a problem, including
emissions related pending codes. This is done
simultaneously whilst you are doing the test, with no
additional user input required. Use this feature to generate
additional revenue by identifying and recommending
repairs to your customers.

You asked us for
RELIABILITY
and we delivered
‖ Market leading technology! We’ve
been providing MoT emissions
testing equipment for over 30 years
‖ Built by Snap-on in the United
Kingdom, using only high-quality
components
‖ Our unique and superior water
handling function means the
gas module won’t be flooded or
experience any issues due to water
ingress
‖ A Solid State hard drive means no
moving parts in the PC for speed
and reliability

RT. BE FAS
‖ Quality branded PC equipment
‖ Wireless laser printer that can
be moved to where it is most
convenient for you

‖ Robust Petrol and Diesel modules
- designed for the workshop
environment

You asked us for
SPEED AND ADDITIONAL FEATURES
and we delivered
‖ True wireless Petrol and Diesel units, no
cables to drag across the workshop

‖ OBD health-check function takes no extra
time to earn extra revenue

‖ The gas and diesel smoke meter remains
heated so it is always ready to measure - no
need to wait for it to warm up

‖ Integrated connected decelerometer software
making data transfer much easier

‖ “Connected” approved

‖ Quicklinks function allows you to access your
most used websites at the touch of a button

‖ Fully upgradeable system that allows you to
add a Sun roller brake tester and 3D wheel
alignment

ST. BE CON
Unique Snap-on IOT manager allows you securely
communicates with the DVSA

Integrated Decelerometer interface

You asked us for
BACKUP
and we delivered
‖ 2 years warranty covering all aspects of the
equipment inc. PC, keyboard, mouse and
monitor

‖ Integrated Snap-on consumables web link:
order spares right there on your emissions
analyser

‖ Auto error-reporting back to the service
centre

‖ Software and DVSA updates downloaded via
the internet saving you time and hassle

‖ A team of GEA accredited Snap-on Service
Engineers situated throughout the country:
so qualified help is never far away

‖ Product support technicians are always there
for you at the end of the phone

‖ Your service teams visit for calibrations and
maintenance are scheduled by our expert UK
customer care team - plus get live updates
on service engineer arrival times

‖ Remote product support available to help
rapid fix where possible
‖ On-site service engineers are equipped with
large spares inventory, for faster 1st time fix

NNECTED

D

…WE BUILT WHAT TECHS
AND GARAGE OWNERS
ASKED FOR... AND MORE!
DGA6000 LINK,
THE MOST ADVANCED
MOT EMISSIONS
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE SAID ABOUT US
SLR
AUTO
REPAIRS

ASHWALE
MOT
CENTRE

S&S
AUTO’S

We have had outstanding
service from our sales
rep. He has helped us all
throughout the process
of completing our MOT
station right from the very
start when we purchased
the MOT equipment to
the very end with getting
it signed off by the DVLA.
He has done a lot for us
and any problems we
have come across have
quickly been resolved
in a timely manner. We
can’t thank him enough
for recommending this
Snap-on equipment as it
is absolutely brilliant and
we wish him all the best
in the future.

Snap-on has helped me
massively from ordering
the equipment, to delivery
of said equipment, and
help and advice on my
mot centres’ layout and
getting everything just
so to be up and running
quickly and to a high
standard.

The sales rep got us the
best equipment to suit
our needs and budget
he turned up when he
said he would and spent
the time with us running
through what would be
right for us which gives
us confidence in Kieran &
in Snap on.

PAYMENT OPTIONS TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
PEACE OF MIND
LEASE RENTAL
AGREEMENT

HIRE
PURCHASE
AGREEMENT

OUTRIGHT,
ONE-TIME
PURCHASE

Including

Including

Including

‖ All callout charges
covered for 5 years

‖ 2 year warranty

‖ 2 year warranty

‖ All labour charges
covered for 5 years
‖ Petrol calibration
charges covered for
5 years
‖ Diesel calibration
charges covered for
5 years
‖ No parts invoices*

POM HPA OTP

*Excluding consumables.

GET IN TOUCH
snapon.com/dga6000-link
techsales.uk@snapon.com
01553 692422
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